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Abstract

Telepathology is the practice of digitizing histological images for transmission along telecommunication pathways for diagnosis, consultation or continuing medical education. Existing telepathology solutions are limited to offline or delay-tolerant diagnosis.

In this paper we present LiveMicro, a telepathology system that, leveraging edge computing, enables multiple pathologists to collaborate on a diagnosis by allowing a remote live control of a microscope. In such environment, computation at the edge is used in three ways: (1) to allow remote users to control the microscope simultaneously, (2) to process histological image and live video, by running algorithms that recognize e.g., tumor grades, (3) to preserve privacy creating virtual shared data views. In particular, we built the first open-source edge computing based telepathology system. In our prototype, the examples of edge processing that we currently support are extraction of diagnosis-oriented features and compression of payloads to minimize transmission delays. Our evaluation shows how LiveMicro can help a medical team with a remote, faster and more accurate diagnosis.

1 Introduction

Pathologists nowadays diagnose histological images with a physical multi-lens microscope, manually moving glass-slides, adjusting focus and switching lens to explore the area of interest. Often pathologist analyzes histological images on a glass slide while the patient is still under a tumor removal surgery. Hence, a quick pathology assessment is crucial for the patient. In the vast majority of non-trivial pathology cases, to minimize the time to response to the surgeon team and the probability of incorrect assessments, pathologists ask for second opinions to nearby experts (if available) by physically carrying privacy protected glass specimens. Hospitals in rural areas are often forced to outsource pathology cases, incurring significant delays. Telepathology can be used to connect experts with patient data, allowing transmission of high-resolution images of specimens. This allows a rapid diagnosis of complex cases even in geographical areas that lack local expertise.

Current telepathology solutions are limited by the technology, the (best-effort) performance of the underlying telecommunication media on which they rely on, i.e., the Internet. At best, they use a virtual private network for in-hospital offline, i.e., non-real-time, consultations. Moreover, they are not open-source (see § 2). Telepathology today is practically unused for the applications that would need it the most: (i) delay and bandwidth sensitive data processing and sharing, (ii) fast and reliable remote consultations, and (iii) multi-students live teaching sessions.

Our contribution. To this end, we propose LiveMicro, an edge computing based telepathology system whose goal is to allow real-time remote control of the microscope and real-time histological image processing. In particular, we empower an open-source microscope firmware [15] with capabilities of rapid processing of histological images, and with low-latency image transmissions. Examples of edge computing tasks that we validate include (i) payload optimization methods such as compression algorithms and high resolution image format conversion, and (ii) pattern matching algorithms to identify biological markers of tumors on the image under investigation and suggest automatically the tumor grade.

LiveMicro is composed of several components (§ 3). The web based front-end allows pathologists located in remote locations to sign up, login, join a session and interact with a microscope. By interaction we mean pan, zoom, or capture images for live or subsequent processing. Commands are sent via our own protocol (based on gRPC [10]) so that feedback on the remote microscope action is immediate when enough network bandwidth is available. The back-end of LiveMicro is instead composed of an edge cloud based on an enhanced version of OpenStack. Images or videos are captured by the microscope, can be pre-processed at network edge and then are sent, digitally, to the pathologist client via a web server. Furthermore, we modify the original OpenStack Queens to

*The work of A.Sacco was performed while at Saint Louis University.
integrate the edge network guaranteeing adequate scheduling of the resources.

To validate our system and highlight the edge computing advantages, we analyzed its performance in different use cases, using a microscope emulator and a real prototype (§ 4). Our results are promising and demonstrate how edge computing environments could tremendously help the field of pathology.

2 Related Work

Telepathology. All existing telepathology systems are based on time-consuming digital compositions and transmission of large images captured from cameras attached to the microscope [24]. To our knowledge, the oldest attempt to remotely control a motorized video-microscope was in 1991 [22]. Notably, the researchers had to reserve enough bandwidth from Norway Telecommunication to transfer their images. Nowadays, advanced layer2 network functionally used by GENI, Internet2 [20], and ESnet [19] can extend those high-performance paths across the regional, national, and international network transit providers. More recent solutions have attempted to connect a microscope over virtual paths with guaranteed performance. R. Weinberg for example [5] used the GENI testbed [2] to stream videos (from Los Angeles to Chattanooga) captured from a remotely located microscope for high school biology education. Other studies designed expensive arrays of microscope processors to capture images [23], as well as inexpensive solutions using images captured using smartphones [7] or cameras on board of a Raspberry Pi for telecytology [6]. In the latter solution, images were transferred using FaceTime (hence in a broadcast, without the ability to remotely control the microscope).

We share with such solutions the affordability and the high-throughput goals. But in addition, we support low latency access to a remotely controlled microscope [1, 8] and the ability to process imagery at the edge of the network before or after their transfer.

Edge Computing for Image and Video Processing. Many solutions have been proposed with the aim of processing images and videos at the edge. Some focusing on the backend infrastructure [3, 12, 18], some focusing on the mobile edge computing paradigm [4, 13, 14]. In all these cases, as in LiveMicro, detection requests for patterns or objects are being processed in proximity of the source of information.

Despite being intriguing and based on novel and sound approaches, these solutions differ from ours as they lack a collaborative cyber-human interaction. Our goal has been to design and implement a system that would allow remote control of human pathology gestures on a microscope, via a “software-defined glass slides”. This is fundamentally different from a video conference, e.g., for a remote surgery application. In our telepathology system, the resolution, responsiveness, and size of the histological images to transfer and preprocess can be dauntingly large but very low delays and high throughput are required. None of these requirements were simultaneously tackled in previous solutions.

3 LiveMicro: Architecture and Processing

In this section we describe the design and implementation details of LiveMicro. Our designed has focused on allowing (i) remote computations and (ii) remote consultations. In spite of pathology applications, we argue that any field that uses a microscope, for example microbiology, may benefit from our system. By remote consultation we mean the possibility for pathologists to request (web) access through our front-end interface to a live session of a microscope and remotely control its firmware and its functionalities. Typically pathologists ask for panning, zooming or taking snapshots of histological samples. To manage each telepathology (LiveMicro) session, our back-end OpenStack driven edge cloud assigns a dedicated Virtual Machine (VM) to each user. We leave as an open problem the performance comparison of our VM-based solution with other virtualization technologies, such as Linux Containers or unikernels.

3.1 Front-End and Plugin Design

As shown in Figure 1, our design goal is for pathologists to be able to access the microscope in a user-friendly manner, by merely using a web browser. Our web server is the entry point for the entire system and acts as a portal through which users connect to the LiveMicro ecosystem and start, join, or terminate one or multiple telepathology sessions. Our frontend design goal was to be as lightweight as possible, but with an intuitive and user-friendly design. Our web interface is implemented in AngularJS.

At the other end of the telepathology session, a microscope runs a modified version of µManager — often named Micro-Manager, as in microscope-manager — an open-source package for controlling and configuring a fairly large amount of commonly used microscopes. µManager did not support network connectivity nor edge computing functionalities. Our modified instance of µManager can be plugged to a physical machine attached to a microscope, to handle data marshaling between the network and the microscope firmware. It can also be attached to a microscope emulator. Our prototype uses an Olympus IX81 [16], one of the microscopes whose interface is compatible with Micro-Manager. Livemicro also supports an emulated version of the microscope, which may be a very effective tool to scale, for example for pathology medical education.

Since pathologists (in training or at work) need to switch microscope lens, and examine tissues looking for patterns, a simple image snapshot is often not enough. Live streaming of the sample under consideration is hence necessary to have an immediate feedback and make the system usable. We use
Figure 1: LiveMicro services are spread across the infrastructure, the microscope uses a dedicated machine and a dedicated hardware for capturing samples.

ffmpeg [9] to encode and transmit videos between our Micro-Manager Plugin (from now on denoted as, Plugin) and the LiveMicro Server, while on the web-page, our WebRTC [21] plugin is responsible for receiving and showing the video. Our edge cloud pre-processes the stream compressing its payload. The compression is not performed on the Plugin, but in a second phase, thereby videos can be stored for pre-processing or retrieved at a later stage.

3.2 Core and Edge Cloud Management

To control large pools of compute, storage, and networking resources between the web server and the LiveMicro \( \mu \)Manager plugin, we deployed our own Edge Cloud infrastructure (Figure 1), modifying OpenStack, a well-known open-source Cloud Computing platform. We associate each user of a telepathology session to a VM; if needed, each VM can provide network or node functionalities, e.g., CPU-intensive algorithms on the histological imagery.

Our edge computing architecture requires at least two nodes (hosts) responsible for launching the core management functionalities: the controller node and the compute node. The controller manages the resources available in the infrastructure and the compute node runs the VMs and their bookkeeping; the networking service agent then connects all telepathology instances to their isolated virtual networks providing firewalling services to instances via security groups.

The choice of the best hosting machine is based on some configurable policies, e.g., hosted application requirements or the usage of machines at that moment. By default, OpenStack selects the hosting machine independently from the application logic. But in our scenario we forced the controller node to choose a node near the requested microscope, to guarantee low delay. Similarly to OpenStack++ [11], we modified the default cloud orchestration mechanisms to better support edge computing applications. Differently from OpenStack++, however, we focus on modifying the VM scheduler to better support multiple telepathology sessions.

3.3 LiveMicro Server

In Figure 3 we present the architecture of LiveMicro, highlighting the key mechanisms provided by each component. The LiveMicro Server is the core process that runs most of the logic of our application. It can receive requests from the web server or from the microscope (emulator) plugin, and it is in charge of deciding the operations to perform: it communicates with the database, it manages live sessions and decides when it is time to create or destroy a VM, according to the business logic.

The LiveMicro Server also provides the services required to remotely control the microscope. In addition, this server is responsible for the management of the prior (live) sessions and to handle the Node.js API REST calls launched by the desktop or the emulator plugin application.

A telepathology session client runs on each VM and acts as a proxy: it receives requests from LiveMicro Server, elaborates them and in case sends them to the plugin. The requests are not forwarded if the response is already in process on the VM, e.g., the client is working on an already snapped image.
We installed all services across three physical machines while web server with a request generator. The requests are sent to the edge computing-based telepathology system, we used the emulated version of the microscope as described in Section 3. Our validated hypothesis was that such computations could, in turn, help a team of pathologists with their diagnosis and speed up the image transfer from the microscope. To this aim, we process a set of images and quantify the often expected system performance improvement. We run our microscope emulator on the local testbed, while the servers are hosted on CloudLab bare metal machines.

We begin by quantifying the time required for a pathologist to receive, compress and process an image. The image processing instead entails the nuclei count, for example to assess the tumor grade and whether or not it is a tumor. Tumor cells under analysis react to different histological markers after bio-reagents such as Ki-97 have been added.

We compare image elaboration requests by a pathologist under three use cases (Figure 5): local image processing (Local), edge processing (Edge) and core cloud processing (Cloud). When using the Edge use case, the image elaboration is performed at the edge of the network, by a machine in local proximity of the microscope. After the processing occurs the result is then compressed and sent back for use. In our edge experiment we process on host machines running Ubuntu, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHz, while the VMs are limited to 1VCPU, 2GB RAM and 20GB Disk.

Similarly, in the Cloud use case, the images are first pre-processed by a server in the cloud, and then sent compressed to the client. In this case the latency between the microscope and the server has a larger impact. Host machines are Ubuntu, Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 v4 @ 2.40GHz, while the VMs have the same constraints of the previous case.

Conversely, in the Local case, the original image is sent directly to the client, to run the image processing algorithm on it. In this scenario, the image sent needs to be un-compressed. This is because the calculation is better performed on the original version where the pixel information is maintained as close to the original as possible. On the contrary, an elaboration on a compressed image can lead to erroneous diagnosis. Note that host machines are Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7500U CPU @ 2.70GHz.

Figure 5a reflects our considerations, and shows the processing time for each use case: Edge reduces the latency by as many as 25% with respect to a Cloud processing and markedly by more than 30% with respect to the Local processing solution.

With our available hardware, we found that with the Edge we can reduce the elaboration time w.r.t. the Local case con-

4 Evaluation Results

Evaluation scenario and testbed. To establish the practicality of our design, we developed a testbed that was deployed both on CloudLab [17] and on our own servers. To test our edge computing–based telepathology system, we used the emulated version of the microscope as described in Section 3. We installed all services across three physical machines while the VMs were deployed by the OpenStack orchestrator.

In a typical scenario, the pathologist asks for a service, e.g., to join a session and remotely control the microscope. To cope with the lack of a real end-user in the emulated version, and to test our system performance, we replaced the front end web server with a request generator. The requests are sent directly to the LiveMicro server, which receives responses and evaluates the encountered end-to-end latency within our edge cloud. The LiveMicro Server also multiplexes and demultiplexes network requests to/from the proper VMs.

Image and Video Performance Analysis. We tried to assess the main benefits of using edge computing in a telepathology session by measuring delays when using additional computational capacity at the edge, unavailable on the microscope. We compared image elaboration requests by a pathologist under three use cases (Figure 5): local image processing (Local), edge processing (Edge) and core cloud processing (Cloud). When using the Edge use case, the image elaboration is performed at the edge of the network, by a machine in local proximity of the microscope. After the processing occurs the result is then compressed and sent back for use. In our edge experiment we process on host machines running Ubuntu, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3770 CPU @ 3.40GHz, while the VMs are limited to 1VCPU, 2GB RAM and 20GB Disk.

Similarly, in the Cloud use case, the images are first pre-processed by a server in the cloud, and then sent compressed to the client. In this case the latency between the microscope and the server has a larger impact. Host machines are Ubuntu, Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640 v4 @ 2.40GHz, while the VMs have the same constraints of the previous case.

Conversely, in the Local case, the original image is sent directly to the LiveMicro server, which receives responses and evaluates the encountered end-to-end latency within our edge cloud. The LiveMicro Server also multiplexes and demultiplexes network requests to/from the proper VMs.
considering that a more powerful machine computes processing. Moreover, transmission time is less than Cloud case, because computation is closer to the source. Likewise, Figure 3b quantifies our latency tests when processing image samples of different sizes. Values are obtained averaging cases in which the image is cached on the server (typical scenario) and the image is retrieved from the database (worst-case scenario). Four situations are taken into account: (i) No computing, non-processed image is sent, (ii) Compressed image, no processing on the sample is performed but the image is sent compressed, (iii) Histological processing, one image elaboration algorithm (counting nuclei) is applied on the sample sent without compression, (iv) Compressed histological processing, one image elaboration algorithm (counting nuclei) is applied on the sample sent after compression. The latency for the latter use case is comparable to the one with no edge computing, confirming how the processing at the edge leads to tangible benefits.

In addition to the image transmission, we tested the live video streaming use case. In Figure 5c we compared the advantages of edge computing for real-time video transmission. The latency shown in the graph represents the lag between the release of a new frame by the microscope and the instant after which it has been received by the web client. Similarly to Figure 5a we tested the 3 use cases aforementioned and in the same testbed. However, for video, we obtain a considerable 46% improvement using edge over cloud. This value is even higher than the result obtained for image transmission.

It is obvious that compression reduces latency, in particular, it reduces transmission time given the smaller compressed payload. However, this section demonstrated the need and use of even a simple pre-processing at the edge to handle a telepathology session. This study is the first, to our knowledge, to have merged these two technologies, telepathology and edge computing. The two fields have been singularly and extensively studied before, but in conjunction may help save lives through faster and more accurate diagnosis via remote live consultations.

5 Conclusion

Telepathology, the practice of pathology at long distance by pathologists has been around since 1986 but never took off due to poor performance and the lack of usability. In this paper, we presented LiveMicro, a system that has the potential to advance significantly the field of telepathology by augmenting live remote microscope session with the computational power of (cutting) edge computing technologies. LiveMicro allows a team of pathologists to access, control and process, simultaneously, a remotely located (real or emulated) microscope using merely a (mobile) web browser. We presented the architecture of our prototype and disclosed its potentials to improve the field of medical diagnosis in critical situations, for example under an active surgery, where a quick diagnosis is literally vital but experts are locally unavailable.

We demonstrated with some initial results how an edge computing-empowered microscope may provide additional benefits such as speeding up image and video transmission time and performing application-specific image processing. Such processing involved tumoral cell identification to speed-up pathology diagnosis (currently expressed cells are manually counted) and to support pathologies in continuous education.
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Availability

A demonstration video of our system can be seen at https://live-micro.gitlab.io.
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